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Ryokan Comforts
The Kagaya spa and ryokan inn in Ishikawa Prefecture is one of the most famous in all Japan,

T

renowned in particular for its outstanding hospitality. Yoko Matsui discovers the inn’s secrets.
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their children.
“A suite attendant’s working hours extend
from the afternoon that guests check in through
the morning they check out the following day,”
says Torimoto. “This overlaps the time when
children are at home. If an attendant is worried
This luxury suite in Kagaya combines Japanese-style
sophistication including arts, crafts and a garden with
western-style comfort in the lounge and bedroom.

about her children, she can’t present a sincere
smile when interacting with guests.”
The “best hospitality in Japan” has been re-
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In order to improve service even further,

As suite attendants discover new ways to
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ciency of operations hidden from the eyes of
guests. Kagaya also established a childcare

Yoko Matsui is a freelance writer.
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